INNOVATION MANAGEMENT

Humboldt-Innovation GmbH (HI) and the Research Service Centre (SZF) of Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin (HU) offer comprehensive consulting and assistance on all issues regarding knowledge and technology transfer for researchers.

Members of the HU benefit from:

› attractive funding opportunities for research projects
› more flexibility in utilization of the acquired funds
› access to a large business network consisting of innovative companies, startups and the public sector
› further career opportunities for researchers and students of the HU

The Innovation Management Team is your first point of contact if you want to examine your findings for application potential.

We offer:

› personal consulting and innovation scouting
› workshops, seminars and network events with focus on application and transfer
› commercialization of your application-oriented research expertise
› information and newsletters to transfer-relevant issues such as tenders and awards

CONTACT

Head of Innovation Management
Daniela Rings
Tel: +49 (30) 2093 70763
E-mail: dr@humboldt-innovation.de

Innovation Management
Jan Eggert
Tel: +49 (30) 2093 70764
Tel: +49 (30) 2093 66402
E-mail: je@humboldt-innovation.de

Humboldts Wagniswerkstätten
Christina Stehr
Tel: +49 (30) 2093 70771
E-mail: cs@humboldt-innovation.de

Startup Teaching
Sebastian Adolphy
Tel: +49 (30) 2093 70772
E-mail: sea@humboldt-innovation.de

OUR LOCATIONS

Humboldt-Innovation GmbH
Ziegelstraße 30
10117 Berlin

IRIS Adlershof
Room 0’29
Zum Großen Windkanal 6
12489 Berlin

HU Gründerhaus Mitte
Luisenstraße 53
10117 Berlin

HU Gründerhaus Adlershof
Wegedornstraße 32
12489 Berlin

The Berlin economy finances projects of vocational and academic education and knowledge transfer as well as the integration of refugees into the education and labour market.

In the second funding period, HUMBOLDTS WAGNISWERKSTÄTTEN was selected from a large number of submitted project ideas as one of the economically supported education projects.
The Innovation Management Team identifies and analyzes the exploitation potential of your ideas and findings. The team offers support in selecting suitable transfer-relevant funding programs, creating exploitation plans and choosing a suitable transfer channel (spin-off, contract research, licensing).

Through application-oriented presentation of research the competences and expertise of the researchers are specifically communicated for themed and sector related research partners at the university.

▶ www.research-expertise.com

### OUR SEMINARS

**Humboldts Wagniswerkstätten**

Humboldts Wagniswerkstätten are a project that gives an understanding of the relevance of innovation and transfer between elite research, economy and society. Participants develop this understanding within methodical and practical teaching formats.

▶ hu.berlin/hww*

**STARTUP COURSE FOR RESEARCHERS**

Our comprehensive seminar program includes a startup course for researchers. Within this seminar researchers will work on transfer perspectives of their scientific competence. The aim of the seminar is to provide key skills for setting up a business and to deepen these competences by practical exercises.

▶ humboldt.gmbh/gerundungslehre*

### OUR EVENT FORMATS

**Every year, the series of events „Wissenschaft trifft Wirtschaft (Science meets Business)“ takes up a current research to-pic and provides a platform for interdisciplinary exchange between members of the HU, representatives of companies and the public sector.**

▶ humboldt.gmbh/ww*

**The IP-Day is an annual event that gives an overview of the subject intellectual property. Participants receive information about patents and copyright as well as practical tips for patenting strategies and further ways to protect inventions.**

* site available in German

For an individual consultation we are at your disposal: innovation@hu-berlin.de

Subscribe to our newsletter here: hu.berlin/wtt_nl